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Abstract
Our main aim in this paper is to show that, in Conway’s Angel and Devil game, an Angel of
sufﬁcient speed can always escape in three dimensions. We also prove some related results and make
some conjectures.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The game of Angel and Devil appears in Berlekamp et al. [1], and has been popularized
by Conway (see for example [2]). It is played on the inﬁnite two-dimensional lattice, Z2.
Two players alternate moves, the Angel and the Devil. Initially, the Angel is at some square.
On his turn, he may jump to any square at distance at most c from his current square (it
does not really matter what sort of distance we use, but by convention one uses the ∞
distance—in other words, the Angel may jump to any square at a distance of c or less king’s
moves from his current square). On the Devil’s turn, he kills some square. The Angel loses
if he moves to a square that has been killed at some previous time by the Devil, and wins if
he can survive forever (without moving to a dead square).
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The main question is: if c is large enough, does the Angel escape? Conway offers $100
for a proof that the Angel escapes for large enough c, and $1000 for a proof that the Devil
always wins, whatever the value of c.
Not much is known about this problem. It is known that for a very small speed, like c = 1,
the Devil wins. It is also known that if the Angel always moves upwards (in other words, if
each move is to a square with greater y-coordinate than the current square) then the Devil
wins. For these results, and related background information, see Conway [2]. Most of the
complexity of the problem seems to be summarized by the observation that it seems that
any particular strategy one tries for the Angel can easily be defeated by the Devil, while
any particular strategy one tries for the Devil can easily be defeated by the Angel.
In this paper we shall consider what happens in more than two dimensions. Of course,
there is now ‘more space’—for example, the set of points at distance n, while only linear in
n in Z2, grows faster in higher dimensions. It is reported in [1] that Körner (unpublished)
has shown that, in very high dimension, the Angel wins.
Our aim in this paper is to show that, in three dimensions, the Angel wins (if c is large
enough). This is proved in Section 1. There is a sense in which this result is best possible:
it turns out that there is a natural notion of ‘Angel and Inﬁnitely Many Devils’, for which
the Angel still wins in three dimensions but cannot win in two dimensions.
In Section 2, we make some stronger conjectures about three dimensions, that we have
been unable to prove. We also discuss some curious differences between three and four
dimensions. Interestingly, thiswork is linkedwith the two-dimensional case. One conjecture
in particular, the ‘Time-Bomb conjecture’, to be stated below, seems very central.
Our notation is fairly standard. We write [N ] for the set {1, 2, . . . , N}, and [a, b] for
{a, a + 1, . . . , b}. The length of [a, b] is its number of points, namely b − a + 1. When we
consider a position, we always view it with the Angel about to move. Finally, when we are
describing a strategy for the Angel, we may write ‘we’ to refer to the Angel.
The fact that the Angel can escape in three dimensions has recently also been proved,
independently, by Kutz [3].
1. A strategy for the Angel
Our aim in this section is to give a proof that, for c sufﬁciently large, an Angel of speed
c can escape from the Devil in three dimensions. We make no attempt to optimize the
speed—our aim is to give as clear and simple a proof as we can. Indeed, once the deﬁnitions
and ideas involved have been completely understood, the actual proof itself is rather short.
We start with a general overview of our strategy. Let N be a ﬁxed large positive integer
(N = 20,000 will do). We imagine the board Z3 as being divided up into cubes of side-
length N, with these cubes themselves ﬁtting together to form cubes of side-length N2,
and so on. More precisely, for any k = 1, 2, . . . we deﬁne a k-cube to be a cube of side-
length Nk of the form [a1, b1] × [a2, b2] × [a3, b3], where each ai is a multiple of Nk and
bi − ai = Nk − 1 for all i.
The rough idea is as follows. At a typical time, the Angel is on the bottom face, say, of a
k-cube, and this k-cube is becoming slightly dense (‘dense’ referring to the density of dead
points), so that the Angel feels he has to leave it (before it gets too dense to be safe). So he
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picks a neighboring k-cube, and plots a path of (k − 1)-cubes that will let him pass into that
k-cube. Of course, those (k − 1)-cubes must themselves not be too dense, so that ‘dense’
for the k-cube will have to be deﬁned in such a way that there can be only very few unsafe
(k − 1)-cubes inside a k-cube that has recently become unsafe.
Then, to implement the passage between one of these (k − 1)-cubes and the next, he will
plot a path of safe-looking (k − 2)-cubes, and so on. Similarly, the reason for the Angel
to leave his current k-cube could well have been not just that it is becoming too dense but
because he has been told to follow a certain path of k-cubes by instructions from his current
(k + 1)-cube.
However, there is a key problem in implementing these ideas. Suppose that the Angel
has indeed picked his path of safe (k − 1)-cubes to get him out of his current k-cube, and
starts off moving along it (using paths of (k − 2)-cubes to get from one (k − 1)-cube to
another, and so on). What happens when he comes to a (k − 1)-cube on his journey? It was
safe at the start of his journey, but now time has passed, and so the density may have built
up—it may not be safe any more.
What this means is that we have to be fairly speedy in the way we move around. We have
to make sure that we can exit a given cube in a given time. And this time must not be too
large, so that cubes that were safe at the start of our journey are still moderately safe when
we get to them. Thus for example the path of (k−1)-cubes we use to exit a k-cube must not
be too long. However, there is also a constraint in the other direction: our paths are bound
to have some slowdown—for example, it would certainly not be possible to always pick a
path of (k − 1)-cubes to the next k-cube that just went straight along, with no changes of
direction.
We thus have to balance these two features. There will always be some slowdown whose
effects will accumulate, in the sense that the number of (k − 2)-cubes traversed inside a
k-cube is the product of the number of (k − 2)-cubes traversed to cross a (k − 1)-cube and
the number of (k−1)-cubes traversed to cross a k-cube. And this will always have an effect
on how safe a previously-safe subcube could be when we come to cross it. The longer we
wait, the less safe the subcube will be, and hence the more unsafe subcubes it will have, thus
increasing transit times (as clearly, the more subcubes we have to avoid, the more tortuous
and long our path will be), and so on.
So our aim will be to deﬁne a notion of safe cube, and a guaranteed transit time though
a cube, in such a way that subcubes that were safe remain not too dangerous when we get
to them, and at the same time safe cubes have few unsafe subcubes, so that we can plan our
paths of subcubes so as to keep to the promised transit time. This is rather delicate. It turns
out that the right transit speed is one that is very slightly less than linear.
Another problem to overcome concerns our arrival at the next k-cube. When we ar-
rive, we need much free space around us: for example, if the new k-cube has very few
dense (k − 1)-cubes, but they completely surround the (k − 1)-cube at which we arrive
when we ﬁrst get to the new k-cube, then clearly we cannot continue. So we need some-
thing that guarantees not just ‘safe’ but also ‘can ﬁnd safe paths to other safe cubes’.
Surprisingly, it turns out that no form of density restriction seems to help with this. Rather,
our approach is to build this property of ‘can ﬁnd safe paths’ into the deﬁnition, rather
than deducing it from density statements. This motivates the deﬁnition of ‘connectable’,
below.
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We now make the above ideas more precise. We call a k-cube safe if it has at most
12 · (3N)k dead points, and very safe if it has at most 10 · (3N)k dead points. (Intuitively,
a very safe k-cube will be ‘safe even when we ﬁnally reach it’.) Equivalently, a k-cube is
very safe if and only if, whenever we add 2 · (3N)k dead points to it, it remains safe. At one
point we will also need a notion of a k-cube being extremely safe, meaning that whenever
we add (3N)k dead points to it then it remains very safe. Note that if S is a safe k-cube then
the vast majority of the (k − 1)-cubes it contains must be safe—indeed, at most 4N of its
(k − 1)-cubes will not be extremely safe.
A path of k-cubes consists of a sequence of distinct k-cubes, with any two consecutive
ones being adjacent (i.e. sharing a common face); the length of the path is the number of
k-cubes in it.
Let S be a (k−1)-cube that lies on the boundary of a k-cubeT (meaning that S is contained
in T and is adjacent to some cube outside T). We say that S is connectable if S is safe and
moreover, for each of the other ﬁve faces of T, more than half of the (k − 1)-cubes S′
on that face have the property that there exists a path of (k − 1)-cubes in T, of length at
most 3N , from S to S′, with each (k − 1)-cube on the path except S being very safe. We
say that S is very connectable if, whenever we add (3N)k−1 dead points to T, S remains
connectable.
[Strictly speaking, to cover the case of those subcubes that belong to more than one face
of T, we should talk of a subcube S being connectable ‘relative to a particular face’ of T (so
that ‘the other ﬁve faces of T’ makes sense), but for readability we omit this: it will always
be clear which face of T is being considered.]
The following simple lemma will be the key to making our approach work, and explains
the way in which ‘connectable’ has been deﬁned. Roughly speaking, it says that, in a safe
k-cube, most subcubes on the bottom face are connectable—when we apply the lemma, the
points of [N ]3 will correspond to the subcubes of our current k-cube, with a ‘marked’ point
corresponding to an unsafe subcube. We mention that the lemma refers to 24N marked
points, not just 4N , because when we come to apply it we will need to look not just at the
unsafe subcubes in the faces of our current k-cube but also at the adjacent subcubes in the
adjacent k-cubes.
Recall that N is sufﬁciently large (like N = 20,000).
Lemma 1. Let [N ]3 have at most 24N marked points. Then more than half of the points a
on the bottom face have the property that, for each of the other ﬁve faces, more than half of
the points b on that face may be joined to a by a path of length at most 3N that avoids all
marked points.
Proof. We shall show that, for each other face, more than 9/10 of the bottom points may
be joined to more than half of the points on that face by such a path.
We start with the top face. Choose a height h such that the number of marked points at
height h is at most 24. We now ignore all points on the top and bottom faces that either are
in the same column as some marked point (each face has at most 24N of these) or have the
same x-coordinate or y-coordinate as a marked point at height h (each face has at most 48N
of these). Then, apart from these ignored points, a point a on the bottom face may be joined
to a point b on the top face as follows: from a we go vertically up to height h, then we move
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in the x-direction and then the y-direction until we are vertically below b, and then we go
vertically up to b. So we are done as long as 72N is less than 1/10 of N2.
For the other faces, the argument is similar. Indeed, we may assume that the face is the
left-hand face, in other words given by x = 1. Choose a value of h, with 1hN/20, such
that the set R = {(x, y, z) ∈ [N ]3 : min(x, z) = h} contains at most 480 marked points.
We now ignore all points on the bottom face with x < h or that share a coordinate with a
marked point in R or that lie in the same column as a marked point, and similarly we ignore
all points in the left face with z < h or that share a coordinate with a marked point in R
or that lie in the same x-direction line as a marked point. Then, apart from these ignored
points, a point a on the bottom face may be joined to a point b on the left face just as before:
by going vertically up to R, moving in R (ﬁrst left, then upwards, then in the y-direction),
and then going left to b. So we are done as long as N2/20+ 24N + 960N is less than 1/10
of N2. 
We are now ready for our main result.
Theorem 2. Let the Angel be on the bottom face of a k-cube T, and let T ′ be one of the ﬁve
k-cubes adjacent to T but not below it. Suppose that for each l < k, the l-cube occupied by
the Angel is connectable, and that T ′ is safe. Then there is a sequence of moves of length
at most (3N)k−1 for the Angel to follow, ending on the face of T ′ that is adjacent to T and
never using a dead point, such that at the end of that path we have that for each l < k, the
l-cube occupied by the Angel is connectable.
Proof. We apply induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial, provided that we give the Angel
sufﬁcient speed (a speed of N will certainly sufﬁce), so we pass to the induction step. For
simplicity, suppose that T ′ is the k-cube above T.
We claim that most (k − 1)-cubes on the bottom face of T ′ are currently very con-
nectable (inside T ′, of course). Indeed, we merely apply the lemma, with the points of [N ]3
corresponding to the (k − 1)-cubes in T ′, and the marked points corresponding to those
(k − 1)-cubes that are either not extremely safe or else are on one of the other ﬁve faces of
T ′ and are adjacent to a (k − 1)-cube outside T ′ that is not very safe.
So most (k − 1)-cubes on the bottom face of T ′ are very connectable. Also, we are
currently in a connectable (k − 1)-cube, S say. So there must be a (k − 1)-cube S′ on the
bottom face of T ′ such that S′ is very connectable (in T ′) and for the (k − 1)-cube S′′
directly below S′ there is a path of (k − 1)-cubes, of length at most 3N , from S to S′′, with
each except S being very safe.
We now traverse each (k−1)-cube on the path from S to S′′ and on to S′, each time using
the induction hypothesis with k − 1 in place of k. Note that when we reach S′ it may not be
very connectable any more, but it is certainly connectable—because the time taken for the
journey was at most 3N · (3N)k−2. Note also that each (k − 1)-cube on the path was very
safe at the start of the journey, and so remains safe throughout the journey. 
Since in the initial position every k-cube is very safe (for every k), Theorem 2 tells us that
the Angel can survive for at least time n, for any ﬁxed n. A standard compactness argument
now implies that the Angel can survive forever.
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Corollary 3. An Angel of sufﬁcient speed wins the three-dimensional version of the Devil
and Angel game.
Proof. For each n, let Sn be a strategy guaranteeing the Angel’s survival for time at least
n. From the initial position, inﬁnitely many of those strategies agree on the Angel’s ﬁrst
move: say the strategies Si , for i ∈ I1, all require the Angel to move to position p1. So we
move to p1. Given the Devils’ reply to this move, inﬁnitely many of the Si, i ∈ I1, agree
on the Angel’s reply: say the strategies Si, i ∈ I2, all require the Angel to move to p2. So
we move to p2. Continuing in this way, we are never caught. 
Let us brieﬂy mention that, while the value of c given in this proof is c = 20,000, this
can be greatly improved if desired. For example, in deﬁning ‘connectable’ we do not really
need paths to the other ﬁve faces but only to one of them (as we always know which path of
k-cubes we are supposed to be following). This yields a huge improvement in the N required
for our lemma (Lemma 1). If we are also much more careful about how we actually prove
the lemma, then one can get down to the lemma working for N = 50, which gives a value
of c = 50. However, this is very far from what we believe to be the case, namely that in
fact a speed of c = 1 is already sufﬁcient (see Section 2).
There is an interesting sense in which Corollary 3 is best possible. Suppose that we
allow an inﬁnite number of Devils, with some restrictions about where they can play. More
precisely, in the game of ‘Angel and Inﬁnitely Many Devils’, we are given as parameters
a speed c and some distances d0, d1, . . . , with d0 = 0. On the Angel’s turn, he as usual
jumps to any square at distance at most c from his current position. On the Devils’ turn, the
Devils kill a family of squares: one square at distance at least d0 from the Angel, another
square at distance at least d1, and so on. As usual, the Angel wins if he never moves to a
dead square. The question is: does there exists a speed c and a sequence d0, d1, . . . so that
the Angel wins?
Theorem 4. For some speed c and some sequence d0, d1, . . . , the Angel wins the three-
dimensional version of Angel and Inﬁnitely Many Devils.
Proof. It is easy to see that we may copy the proof of Theorem 2, using the same value of
N, if we set for example di = Ni for each i > 0. Indeed, the estimates in Theorem 2 are
crude enough that the proof goes through unchanged. 
Note that the corresponding result is certainly not true in two dimensions. Indeed, given
c and d0, d1, . . . , we merely choose n greater than say 20c2. Then we use the ﬁrst n Devils
to build a barrier of width c at a distance of 2dn from the Angel’s initial position. They need
to kill at most 10dnc squares, for which they need time at most 20dnc/n, and the time they
have available, say while the Angel gets out to distance dn from his initial position, is at
least dn/c, as required.
What does this tell us about the two-dimensional Angel and Devil? It seems to suggest
that any successful strategy for the Angel must rely on a rather precise observation of ‘on
what scale of distance the Devil is playing’. Note that the strategy given in Theorem 2
does not make any such observations (which is exactly why that strategy also works against
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inﬁnitely many Devils). It seems very hard to think of a strategy for the Angel, in two
dimensions, that is sensitive in this way.
2. The upwards Angel
Although we have been unable to prove it, we very much believe that, in contrast
to the two-dimensional case, in three dimensions the Angel should be able to escape
while always moving upwards. In fact, we believe that this should be the case even for
speed 1.
Conjecture 5. In Z3, an Angel of speed 1 can escape from the Devil, at each move increas-
ing his height.
We stress that we know of no speed c for which such an escape is possible. Indeed, our
initial attempts to prove Corollary 3 were along these lines, but we were unable to make
such a proof work.
There is an interesting reformulation of Conjecture 5 in terms of the two-dimensional
world. Supposewe consider the z-axis as a time axis. Then the three-dimensional game,with
the Angel moving up by one unit on each move, is exactly the same as the two-dimensional
game, in which at each move the Devil does not kill a square but just announces that at
one certain time that square will be dead. (The square is dead for just that one unit of time.
The Devil may make more that one such announcement concerning any given square.) We
call this the Time-Bomb game. To be more precise, on each turn the Angel moves to some
square at distance at most c from his current position, and the Devil announces a pair (p, t),
where p is a position and t is a positive integer. The Angel loses if, for some t, his tth move
is to a position p such that the pair (p, t) has already been named by the Devil. This leads
us to the following equivalent formulation of Conjecture 5, which we call the Time-Bomb
conjecture.
Conjecture 5′. An Angel of speed 1 wins the Time-Bomb game in Z2.
Again, we know of no speed c for which the Angel wins the Time-Bomb game. This
seems to illustrate some of the difﬁculty with the original Devil and Angel game. Indeed,
we strongly believe that resolving the Time-Bomb conjecture, for speed 1 or for a general
speed, will help with understanding the original question.
Suppose that the Devil guarantees to make all of his time-bombs be at a particular time.
In other words, we are playing the usual Devil and Angel game, except that the Devil
announces in advance a ﬁxed time t, and the Angel loses only if he moves to a dead square
at exactly time t. (He is allowed to visit dead squares before that time.) In this special case,
we are able to prove that the Angel wins, even with speed 1. We now present a proof, and
then point out what seems to be a curious difference between the two- and three-dimensional
versions of this problem (or, equivalently, a difference between the upward-moving Angel
in dimensions 3 and 4).
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Proposition 6. If the Devil sets all of his time-bombs for some ﬁxed time t, then an Angel
of speed 1 wins the Time-Bomb game in Z2.
Proof. For simplicity, we suppose ﬁrst that t is of the form 2n − 1. The Angel will in fact
not need to move downwards or to the left; thus if he starts at the origin then the set of
positions he can reach (on his tth move) is [0, 2n − 1] × [0, 2n − 1].
For his ﬁrst 2n−1 moves, the Angel stays in place. At the end of this time, the set of
positions he can still reach is S = [0, 2n−1 − 1] × [0, 2n−1 − 1], and the Devil has played
at most 2n−1 moves there. So the density of squares in S where the Devil has played is at
most 2−(n−1).
It follows that some quadrant of S also has density at most 2−(n−1): say that it is the
quadrant T = [a, a + 2n−2 − 1] × [b, b + 2n−2 − 1]. The Angel now moves towards this
quadrant: for the next 2n−2 turns, he makes the move (a/2n−2, b/2n−2). So now the set of
squares he can reach (at time t) is T. And the density of squares in T that have now been
killed is at most 2−(n−1) (being the density when he started to move towards T) plus 2−(n−2)
(the greatest density of squares of T that the Devil can have killed while the Angel moved
towards T).
We now pick a quadrant of T having at most this density, move towards it for the next
2n−3 moves, and so on. Eventually, when we come to make our ﬁnal tth move, the set of 4
squares we can reach has been killed to a density of at most 2−(n−1) +2−(n−2) +· · ·+2−1,
which is less than 1, so that there is some safe square for us to move to at time t.
If t is not of the form 2n − 1 then we merely choose the least n for which t2n − 1, and
proceed as though t were actually 2n − 1: thus, just as for time 2n − 1, we stand still until
the time remaining is 2n−1 − 1, and then proceed as above. 
With a little more work, it is possible to show that, if there are two allowed times for
time-bombs, then the Angel (of speed 1) still wins. However, we are unable to prove that
the Angel wins in the general case of the set of times being unlimited. It seems that the
difﬁculty lies in not being able to say ‘at what time-scale the Devil is playing’, which is
very much the same kind of problem as that raised at the end of Section 1.
The above strategy is what one might call a ‘global’ strategy, in that it involves only
looking around at discrete intervals (at intervals from the start of 2n−1, 2n−2, etc.). In
contrast, if we go up to three dimensions then there is a very natural ‘local’ strategy (meaning
a strategy telling us what to do at each move, independent of any ‘long-term’ goals). We
now prove this, although as we remark afterwards there is also an artiﬁcial way to deduce
it from Proposition 6.
Proposition 7. If the Devil sets all of his time-bombs for some ﬁxed time t, then an Angel
of speed 1 has a local strategy to win the Time-Bomb game in Z3.
Proof. For convenience, we restrict the Angel to moves in which every coordinate changes
(so he has 8 possible moves at each turn). He thus has 8t possible sequences of moves to
follow.
At each time s before the ﬁnish (in other words, at time t − s from the start), the Angel
proceeds as follows. Of the 8s possible continuations, say that a proportion  of them end
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on a square that has already been killed. It follows that there is some move that the Angel
can now make such that, after that move, the proportion of the possible 8s−1 possible
continuations that end on dead squares is at most . The Angel makes that move.
How does this density change as the Devil makes his moves? The Devil, on his turn, may
kill one square. Now, what is the probability that a random one of the Angel’s 8s paths ends
at this square? It is the product of the probabilities that three independent one-dimensional
randomwalks of length s end at given places, and so is at mostC/s3/2, where C is a constant.
More precisely, it is at most
((
s
s/2
)
/2s
)3
. The sum of this over all s is less than 1, and so
the Angel will keep the proportion of safe continuations greater than zero at all times. 
It is clear that this argument would not work in Z2, as then we would have a harmonic
sum, which diverges. In fact, it is quite easy to show that the above strategy for the Angel
actually fails in Z2. So is there some ‘local’ strategy that works in two dimensions? Clearly,
one can cheat, by making at each turn the lexicographically ﬁrst move that preserves the
Angel’s win, for example, but this is somewhat contrary to the spirit of local strategies
(this is the artiﬁcial sense in which Proposition 6 implies Proposition 7). One would like a
‘natural’ local strategy, by which we mean a strategy in which at each time the Angel makes
a move that minimizes some natural danger-function (for example, in the above proof, the
danger-function was the proportion of unsafe continuations). So we end with the following
rather imprecise question.
Question 8. Is there a proof of Proposition 6 that employs a natural local strategy?
Finally, let us mention that we do not have strong convictions about who wins the original
Devil and Angel game (in two dimensions). Most of the time, we believe it is the Angel,
but there are certainly times when we believe it is the Devil.
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